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State of Wisconsin 
Department of Natural Resources 
PO Box 7921, Madison WI 53707-7921 
dnr.wi.gov

Wisconsin Conservation Congress 
  

Meeting Minutes
Mississippi River Advisory Committee

ORDER OF BUSINESS 09/27/2022 6:30pm Zoom

I. ORGANIZATIONAL MATTERS
 A. CALL TO ORDER

Meeting called to order by Michael Britton at 6:32PM

  B. ROLL CALL  

ATTENDEES Mike Britton, Marc Schultz, Ed Peters, Charles Gauger,  Robert Budworth,  Larry Dobbe, Mark Noll,  Travis Burce, 
Wes Domine, Rick Wayne,  Daniel Heidel, Kevin Smaby, Maurice Amundson, Jeff Johnson, Nathan Budack, Wayne 
Steitz, Andrew Novak, Robert Ziel, Barbara Dahlgren, Jason Brazzale, Reed Kabelowsky

EXCUSED Ted Engelein, Hugh Hatch, David Zielke, Steve Wickman, Ted Engelien (computer issues)

UNEXCUSED Maurice Amundson, Jeff Johnson, Andrew Novak, Lester Ryder

GUESTS Bob Jumbeck (DNR LE)   Jordan Weeks (DNR FISH)   Shawn Giblin (DNR MRWQ)    
Public:  Valerie Gibbons, John Calabrese, Jerome Donohoe

  C. AGENDA APPROVAL/REPAIR

DISCUSSION

ACTION Motion by Mark Noll and 2nd by Kevin Smaby to approve the agenda as presented - carried.

  D. REVIEW COMMITTEE MISSION STATEMENT 

DISCUSSION Within and to the support of Wisconsin Conservation Congress process; it is the mission of the Mississippi River 
Committee (MRC) to advise the Wisconsin NRB and Department of Natural Resources on issues, rules, or policies 
which affect the river and/or other associated natural resources. 
The MRC strives to stay acquainted with current river resource management; the science in support or opposition to 
that management; and with public opinion thereof. The MRC encourages river management agencies to seek public 
participation in management decisions or policy. Influence stemming from the MRC shall be generated with greatest 
intentions toward long term benefits to all fish and wildlife resources; and with an emphasis toward preserving public 
access and harvest of game resources, (i.e., preserving outdoor heritage activities of hunting, fishing, and trapping). 
Reed read the mission statement aloud.

ACTION Motion by Wes Domine and 2nd by Robert Ziel to approve the mission statement as printed - carried.

 E. PUBLIC COMMENTS 

DISCUSSION There were no notices by the public to present at the meeting.  There were some citizen visitors to meeting link 
tonight and they are included in "Guests" section.

ACTION

II. INFORMATION & ACTION ITEMS

A. Department information items & updates. [PRESENTER]

DISCUSSION Jordan Weeks (in place of retired David Heath).  David Heath is now retired after 38 years of service.  Two fisheries 
folks were hired in the area.  David's position is in flux as he has some "off" time remaining - hoping to fill this soon 
with department cooperation.  Invasive carp removal and monitoring - working hard at this.  Had 8 invasive carp in 
targets but they evaded traps yesterday.  Will be trying again today.  There are not many present at this time on 
Wisconsin side.  Looking to place implants into some to use as "Judas" fish to aid in search and destruction.   
Questions:  Marc Schultz - Who will do Dave's sampling - much of it will not get done, they will do some.  Ed Peters 
- The invasive carp - silver or bighead?  Mostly silvers.  Marc Schultz - Have you seen US Geological report - No he 
has had chance to read report. 
 
Bob Jumbeck - LE liaison for department.  Down 19 positions in the area at this time.  Looking to hire 10 this year - 
so will be 9 short.  1 retirement coming up.  They are using several recruits over the area at this time in training. 
Questions: Dan Heidel - Any closer to reciprocity on use of Go Wild at this time?  Hasn't heard anything further on 
this front.  Not sure if state of Minn wants to take this on - it cost Wisconsin $30,000 just for Android.  Current rule = 
must have paper license on person to fish as rules are different for other states.  Reed Kabelowsk - Not needed for 
trapping and hunting.  Not as important as people can only hunt/trap Wisconsin waters - recommended for all 
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activities on shared waters - USFWS also does enforcement. 
 
Shawn Giblin (Mississippi River Water Quality) - Shawn had a great recorded slide presentation. 
Questions:  Ed Peters - Thanked Shawn for wonderful and informative presentation.  Asked about Greenfire 
Wisconsin and his knowledge of their work?  Not real familiar.  Nitrogen issues on Trempeleau Lake - this is a 
ground water issue that is quite detrimental.  Presentation will be attached. 

ACTION

PERSON(S) RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE
Jordan Weeks, Bob Jumbeck, Shawn Giblin

B. USFWS – Tim Miller [PRESENTER]

DISCUSSION Tim did not make the meeting.  Unsure what happened - may have been short notice on final meeting date.

ACTION

PERSON(S) RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE

C. UMRR – (Upper Mississippi River Restoration) – Natalie Lenzen/Andrew 
Stephenson, US Corps of Engineers.

[PRESENTER]

DISCUSSION Did not make the meeting.  Unsure what happened - may have been short notice on final meeting date.

ACTION

PERSON(S) RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE

D. Public Access Launch in Trempealeau, WI downstream of Lock and Dam No 6. Mike Britton

DISCUSSION Mike Britton informed committee of correspondence directly with Secretary Cole on this subject.  April Ammon 
(aide) responded promptly to Mike and informed him of the current, narrow scope, work being done at landing to 
maintain some usability.  Mike has received many photos of the issues at this landing. 
Questions:  Reed inquired about Ray from the Corp that was at last meeting.  Out of LaCrescent - still on the scene - 
not much he can do.  Jordan Weeks responded:  No work can currently be done outside the 9' channel rule.  Army 
Corp probably not going to do anything at this point.  DNR is having some sand removal around the areas where 
ramps are in place - only immediate vicinity of landing ramps.  2 slips are very usable for boats under about 20'.  
Issue - landing DNR but parking lot is Army Corp.  Physical barrier is probably only long term solution - probably 
doesn't interest the Corp.  An actual "dredging" permit is much bigger process and will take much longer.  A meeting 
is set of several DNR venues to discuss issue later this fall. 
Questions:  Mark Noll - The land is not in navigation channel, but is very close - he feels may entire access point 
could be moved - best solution.  Larry Dobbe - Can Congress help?  Weeks - maybe as large voice at the right time.  
Marc Schultz pointed out that this is currently the only access point for Pool 7.  Weeks says he will stay on this as it is 
a big issue.  Wes Domine - brought similar matter - Merrick State Park - landing currently has small pier with poor 
service to the access.  What happened to larger pier that was first used?

ACTION Jordan Weeks will stay on this issue.

PERSON(S) RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE
Jordan Weeks

E. Restore public right to cross RR right-of-way. [PRESENTER]

DISCUSSION  
Mike Britton - where are we currently at?  Wes Domine - hasn't heard much about recent updates.  Political folks 
currently in charge don't want anything to do with hearing this bill in committee - being kept off agenda.  There was 
attempt to move bill from Safety Committee to a Resource Committee - this also failed or was blocked.  Marc Schultz 
thought it may go to committee but was blocked by one senator.  Pressure needs to be dialed up by citizenry.  Not 
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sure we can do much at this time. 
Reed Kabelowsky suggested issuing a resolution from the committee regarding reversal of current rule limiting 
access across railroad right-of- ways.  Kari issued a recommendation that it was in the pervue of the committee to 
take action as it was an approved agenda item.  After below motion was offered - more discussion.  Travis Burce 
pointed out that the enforcement person in his area responsible for this has not been on the scene for some time.  He 
feels we should leave it alone instead of stirring things up that are now quiet.  Several people disagreed with this and 
want it off the books - reverse the law. 
Reed has volunteered to draft resolution with help from Marc and Wes.  They will get notes together and forward to 
Reed for drafting.  This will be a group effort.  Mike cautioned to make sure this resolution is polished to meet WCC 
guidelines.

ACTION Motion by Mark Schultz and 2nd by Reed Kabelowsky to draft a resolution from the committee to seek a reversal of 
the present rule limiting access to railroad right-of-ways - carried (no dissents).

PERSON(S) RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE
Reed Kabelowsky, Marc Schultz, Wes Domine Spring meeting

F. Allowed limited personal use limited bait harvest on VHS suspect waters (to be 
DNR question for 2023 spring hearing).

[PRESENTER]

DISCUSSION Wes Domine is author - he feels this is a long time in coming.  He is concerned about the verbage of final draft as this 
resolution will be coming from the fisheries folks in DNR.  There was good discussion between committee and 
Jordan Weeks who gave some indication on what could be in and could influence final draft.  Said that resolution will 
probably include verbage to continue requiring disposal of any bait used on the river.  VHS is big factor in this issue.

ACTION

PERSON(S) RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE
DNR Fisheries Spring hearing

G. Studies and possible added protections for native Buffalo species. Jordan Weeks

DISCUSSION Jordan Weeks - not known in distant past how long the life cycles of these fish are.  Spawning season is much longer 
and later than once thought.  Bow harvest is big issue on these fish. 
Question:  Mike Britton - is anything currently going on with this topic? 
Jordan Weeks - Thanked group for bring this issue to a resolution - it is an important issue.  Finally, as with all 
chronic issues - it is a political issue.  Commercial harvest of these fish is a big issue.  Weeks would like to see our 
native species protected outside of carp.  No money coming in due to fact they are not game fish and license money 
not applicable.  Hoping to work with Minnesota on this issue in the future - they are currently considering it a bit 
more closely.

ACTION None currently

PERSON(S) RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE

H. Sale of Xcel Energy parcels within Lower Chippewa River and adjoining Tiffany 
Wildlife Area (JFC withhold of Knowles Nelson funding).

Wess Domine and Marc Schultz

DISCUSSION Joint Finance Committee is still currently withholding the money to complete the sale of this land.  Wes Domine 
reports that there is still some active interest in moving this purchase forward.  Wes thanked Excel folks for staying 
actively interested in wanting to sell this land to the people of Wisconsin.

ACTION None currently.

PERSON(S) RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE

III. MEMBERS MATTERS

DISCUSSION Marc Schultz - Ecology Statistics and Trends of Mississippi and Illinois Rivers - would like group to look at this 
informaiton. 
Reed Kabelowsky - Gave a brief recap of Congress and YCC involvement in the recent Waterfowl Hunter's Expo.  
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Praised the Congress delegate involvement in final product and is encouraging future engagement by Congress body.  
E-mail to Rob Bohmann just today. 
Ed Peters - Thanked the committee for sound thinking and engagement on the issues presented. 
Barbara Dahlgren - Thanked the committee for their sincere interest in water ecology and pollution issues as 
presented tonight.  Believes that pollution is a huge issue one that currently effects the Milwaukee Area dramatically.  
Likes the constant reminder of this topic. 
Charles Gauger - Great meeting - really like Shawn Giblin's detailed report.  Enjoys being on this committee. 
Robert Budworth - Enjoys the committee. 
Lary Dobbe - also enjoys committee. 
Mark Noll - nothing to report. 
Travis Burce - nothing to report. 
Wes Domine - Reiterated his information regarding watching for final draft of bait resolution. 
Jason Brazzale - Good meeting. 
Daniel Heidel - Gold Wild Card discussion - wants to see push to have other agencies sign on.  Asked about status of 
in person spring hearings?  Kari - will come up at DLC meeting.  Kevin agreed to follow through with getting this on 
agenda.  Kari suggested e-mail to Rob Bohmann. 
Kevin Smaby - Reiterated Reed's excitement about he Waterfowl Hunter's Expo - would like to see greater 
involvement by Congress body - some nice perks involved. 
Nathan Budack - Talked briefly about some LE postions. 
Wayne Stietz - Talked about Bob Howe and his standing in the NR and Congress venues.  Mentioned seeing so much 
fry on river this year - too small for ID - many feel good hatch of gizzard shad.  Probably multi-species.  Bill Howes 
service was well attended - the man had many connections and friends. 
Mike Britton - Reiterated Bill Howes tenure and imprint on congress and NR.  Thanked committee, DNR folks, and 
Kari for involvement with meeting.  Spoke to importance of committee and the River Resource.  Thanked Weeks for 
his involvement in boat landing issue.  A tour of river was brought up - been some years - Jordan Weeks said he'd be 
happy to help set this up in future. 
Reed Kabelowsky brought up a fishing outing after next meeting.  Will send out some e-mails to gauge interest when 
venue is established.

ACTION

IV. ADJOURNMENT

MEETING ADJOURNED 8:32PM  Motion by Kevin Smaby and 2nd my Bob Ziel to adjourn - carried.

SUBMITTED BY Reed Kabelowsky

DATE 09/28/2022
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